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5 home decor ideas that will give your house a beachy vibe
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Whether you’re living by the sea or just dreaming of coastal breezes, there’s captivating about the
crisp whites, spacious spaces, and beachside elements that go hand in hand with beach house
decoration. Take your home to the next level with nautical pegs like the art of the seascape wall,
furniture adorned with seashells, and all blue. By switching to decorative wallpaper, tropical accent
pillows, and boat-inspired adjustable bed base, you can also create every beachy bedroom come
alive.

Perhaps, you’re just hoping to take a little bit of the beach vibes into your mainland home.
Wherever you live far away seaside locale, you can instantly bring yourself into the sea by adding
some tasteful decor selections for your beach house.

Think about colorful bookshelf in the lounge, wine bottle lanterns, and blue kitchen seating. With
any of these dreamy beach decor concepts, it can bring a statement in any house and channel the
most beautiful sea-inspired decors.

What is the Beach Vibe Style?

A beach vibe style is a set of comfortable and casual items that reflect the lifestyle close to the
shoreline. The main decorative component is the white color used with accents of bold or pastel
colors in furniture, full size bed, and wall color. Take note that beachy home décor is open, light,
airy, relaxing, and welcoming. Even though the room is being closed against the winter cold, it
should feel like summer is pouring in.

Wall and ceiling finishes are usually painted with white or wood paneling, while floors have
natural smooth honey or dark mahogany wood finishes. The use of mother ‘nature’s organic
components and colors provides a fundamental basis for the tropical design. In this phase, your
choice for furniture, textiles, and accessories defines your style. Also, you should bear in mind that
all beach decors must be uncluttered.

How to create your coastal interior style

If you enjoy the feeling of being surrounded by coastal decors, let it be your navigational compass.
If you want to bring a beachy vibe into your room, here some of the home décor ideas that you can
try:

Natural Materials
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Without including natural fibers, no beach house will ever be complete. Whether it’s jute, seagrass,
or sisal, integrating woven products into your decor connects the indoors with the outdoors. It can
bring a casual and inviting feeling. For instance, you can put a natural fiber rug in your doorstep.
It’s super-sustainable and works great in almost any room. Rugs are also ideal for introducing color
and texture. In any space for the seaside look, open-weave rugs made from natural materials are
much recommended.

Moreover, you can fill your home with water-resistant furniture that can withstand wet swimsuits
and moisture during the summer. A piece of rattan furniture is an excellent example of this. It’s a
favorite in tropical surroundings, and they bring a tropical atmosphere right into your home. These
are comfortable and ideal for casual living spaces with beautiful scenery.

You don’t need to be extra with shells and bits of driftwood to produce a relaxing beach vibe.
Instead, a subtle decoration for this design will have a more beautiful effect. To recreate the right
atmosphere, you can put washed-back frames, big glass bottles, or vases in teals and blues.

Work with white

White is a staple color for beach houses. White rooms are known for classic beach look to have a
sense of calmness and clarity. White walls may seem bland and boring, but it can make your space
look sophisticated when you combine it with coastal accent elements.

Add a few variations in your colors and textures to avoid it from looking flat. For the cozy living
room, you can pair your crisp white walls with whitewashed wood ceilings, clean and comfy latex
hybrid mattress, a washed natural-weave rug, and stylish solid coffee table. To warm up your
room, you can add beige, wood, and greenery accents. You can add some visual interest by adding
wood designs such as rustic beams, kitchen island, and accessible shelving unit.

Open and Airy

As far as coastal design is concerned, the view is crucial. Rather than using large cabinets to cramp
the kitchen, you can opt for open shelves. Aside from being functional; it gives a more inviting
perspective to focus on the kitchen’s stylish countertops. It’s also super visitor-friendly, making it
easier for your family and friends to move around.

Whether it’s for a porch or a bright bedroom, sheer or net curtains are the ideal beach window
design. They provide enough protection, yet still maintaining that spacious, bright-filled quality
that we all enjoy for coastal homes.

Go Bold

Bright, vivid colors for beach vibe homes are iconic. Ranging from white powdery sand to teal
waters and green banana leaf, the inspiration for coastal decor is infinite. Choose a statement area
to go bold with color. For instance, the front doors have a great impression and a pure boost to the
curb appeal of your home.

For the rest of the decor, choose the perfect color for your room to set the mood. Choose paint
colors that represent the seaside, beach, and sky for a coastal-inspired space. Here are a few
samples:
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Water = green, blue and all shades between

Sand, Raw Material, Beach finds = White, Brown, Coral, Beige

Sky (Sunrise to Sunset) = Red, Orange, Yellow, and Purple

Not only paint can also conceal or disguise imperfections on the wall but is also highlight
characteristics such as a crown or fireplace molding. Painting worn dark paneling a light coastal
color can add rustic tropical charm.

There’s a reason why white is the beach decor’s most common color. It promotes airiness any
room light. However, don’t settle throughout for a pure white or your space will possibly feel dull
and lifeless. There are more shades of white than you can count.

Choose different colors such as creams, grays, tans, and beiges, ‘you’ll learn how to select the ideal
one space or your entire home beach palette. Hint: You can start with an inspiration piece.

When you choose a bolder color for the wall and white for the ceiling, be conscious that your space
is going to feel locked in. A daring color for the wall, which is a great idea, will benefit from the
color of the roof in which is complementing the walls. Use a color picker to discover additional
colors or use a small piece of wall paint to tint the ceiling paint.

Final Words

Opening your windows and letting natural light in is one of the simplest ways to provide a beach
vibe. Take your thick winter curtains down and replace them with smooth and airy sheers that
move with the wind.

If you have enough money, you can add such cottage shutters to regulate the light on hot summer
days or the cheaper alternative of broad-blade Venetian blinds.
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